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The Pedagogy of Legal Reasoning: Democracy, Discourse and Community
Abstract
Learning legal reasoning is a central part of any undergraduate law degree and remains a
threshold concept: one which is vital for any law student to grasp, but which is often difficult
to explain. It is a form of reasoning which is very distinctive to the discipline. This article
explores the applicability of learning theories typically used to ground pedagogy in higher
education to the specific task of teaching legal reasoning. Constructivist or experiential
theories of learning are highly applicable in all forms of higher education, but they need to be
used with a clear focus on the specific nature of legal reasoning, which does not fit neatly
within the assumptions about learning which underpin some experiential approaches. Situated
learning theories, which place emphasis on the role of the community in constructing
knowledge, can also be of value. However, steps need to be taken to avoid replicating the
hierarchy of the legal community within educational communities. Overall, the pedagogy of
legal reasoning needs to pay attention to the specific nature of legal argument, take seriously
students’ individual starting points, and treat tutors and other legal scholars as models of
discourse and argument.

Keywords: legal pedagogy; legal reasoning; learning theory; experiential learning; situated
learning
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The Pedagogy of Legal Reasoning: Democracy, Discourse and Community

Pedagogical innovation has become a necessary part of higher education in general, and legal
education in particular. Within university legal education, this trend has focused on
developing non-traditional learning contexts, such as clinical legal education;1 problem-based
learning;2 and simulations and the ‘gamification’ of learning.3 All these approaches have
involved deep reflection on pedagogy and learning theory. However, less attention has been
paid to pedagogy and learning theory within the most traditional activity of undergraduate
legal education: the teaching of legal reasoning. Given that this remains a central part of what
law graduates are expected to be able to do, reflection on its pedagogy is important.
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In this article, the pedagogy of legal reasoning will be considered through a discussion of
theories of learning. An introductory section will focus on the nature of legal reasoning. Next,
a range of learning theories will be analysed with emphasis on their applicability to legal
reasoning. Finally, a range of strategies for teaching legal reasoning will be explored.
Throughout, it will be argued that the specific nature of legal reasoning requires a disciplinespecific approach to pedagogy, informed by a range of learning theories.

The nature of legal reasoning
Whilst the development of contextual and socio-legal scholarship has transformed the work
going on in law schools, doctrinal legal reasoning remains central to legal scholarship;
Cownie’s empirical work suggests that scholars who self-define as socio-legal frequently
consider that doctrinal competence is important in doing good socio-legal work.4 The
development of such competence should, therefore, form a central part of an undergraduate
legal education. However, understanding how doctrinal reasoning works, and therefore
becoming competent at it, is challenging for students.
Legal reasoning, as the term is used here, and as Twining and Miers describe it, is a process
of interpretation and application of legal rules and principles. 5It is used within, but is distinct
from, the processes of rule-finding and rule-making engaged in by actors within the legal
process, notably judges. Learning legal reasoning is not, therefore, learning to ‘predict’ the
outcomes of judicial decision making, but rather about being able to evaluate the reasoning of
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others from witin the perspective of the legal community (taking the internal point of view)
and make ones own judgment as to the correct position to take. 6
However, understanding what legal reasoning requires of them is challenging for students,
because of its highly specific and sui generis nature. Finch and Fafinski observe that students
often expect legal reasoning to be a mechanical process; reasoning towards a right answer
like a mathematical problem.7 Instead, legal reasoning reasons

from accepted authorities

(legal authorities) towards a normative statement as to how the law should be applied,.8 The
framework used is thus based on accepted legal authorities and the interpretation needs to
make sense and be coherent within the legal system itself.9 Within this framework, some
reasons for a particular interpretation (a clear precedent on obviously similar facs; an
unambiguously applicable statute) are conclusive.. To an outsider, this may look like a
‘correct’ solution, where all other possible interpretations are ‘incorrect’. However, the
‘correctness’ of the interpretation derives from its support by existing agreed interpretations
of authority, and not from consistency with some observable external truth. 10 In other cases,
however, arguments leading towards one interpretation or another are only persuasive and are
open to discussion. There may, thus, be two opposing interpretatins which are equally
defensible, but also some interpretatinos which are not defensible because not supported by
reasoning which is permissible, or valid, within the system.11 Therefore, what law students
need to learn is this process of valid reasoning, which may lead them to a response which is
supported by a consensus within the system, or to one of a number of defensible responses.
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As such, much of the reason why legal reasoning is difficult for students is because it is
different to other forms of reasoning which they may have learned previously, and because it
is thus in many ways counter intuitive. Understanding this reasoning from authority can be
seen as a threshold concept within legal education; a concept which transforms a student’s
learning, but which can be troublesome as it is difficult to grasp and thus to explain.12. The
focus of this article, therefore, will be on what different theories of learning have to tell us
about the pedagogy of helping students cross this threshold.

Theories of learning in higher education
Constructivist or experiential theories
Thinking about learning and teaching in higher education has been dominated for many years
by constructivist learning theories, often characterised as learner centred approaches.13 It is
therefore important to start by considering these approaches and what they assume and argue
about learning, because they are pervasive in university learning and teaching policy and
practice. The roots of these theories of learning can be found in the work of John Dewey.
Dewey challenged traditional approaches to learning, which were driven by behaviourist
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theory whereby learning is evidenced by changes in behaviour, rather than by cognitive
development.14 Behaviourism, he argued, involves teachers imposing standards, methods and
subject matter onto learners, without consideration of the individual learner, their experience
or starting point. The role of the learner is to accept the established body of knowledge and be
able to recall it in uniform ways. Dewey considered this approach to be ineffective and
undemocratic, as it ignores the ‘organic connection’ between education and individual
personal experience.15 Learning, in his view, is a process whereby individuals take on board
new ideas and add them to their existing conceptual frameworks, with the intention of
reaching a goal, such as the solution to a problem. The role of the teacher is to support this
process, assisting learners in the process of reconstructing their experience in the face of new
ideas, and relating it to the external conditions of the problem.16 This constructivist view of
learning therefore demonstrates a clear ontological shift from behaviourist approaches: whilst
behaviourists perceive the object of learning as an objective reality to be accessed by the
learner, constructivist theorists understand the learning process as the construction of
individual understandings on the part of individual learners.
Dewey’s ideas about learning from experience have developed into a theory of learning
known as experiential learning, whose most well-known proponent is Kolb.17 Many learning
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and teaching texts contain a version of Kolb’s learning cycle, in which a learner starts from
an experience, on which they reflect, leading to further conceptualising or learning, followed
by experimentation with the new understanding to see if it is effective in making sense of the
experience.18 The tutor creates a learning environment to support the kinds of experiences
which lead to effective learning, and Kolb proposes four types of learning environment which
support learning from experience.19 An affective environment involves learners experiencing
concrete events; a symbolic environment involves learners working with abstract
conceptualisations; a perceptual environment engages learners in observation and
appreciation; a behavioural environment confronts learners with real consequences of their
actions. All four learning environments can, and should, be created within higher education.
However, Kolb suggests that traditional forms of learning in higher education, (lectures,
tutorials and seminars) involve, in particular, perceptual and symbolic environments; learners
think about abstract ideas, rather than concrete situations, and their engagement constitutes
active observation and reflection.20
To be effective, however, learning environments must be complex. Symbolically complex
learning, for example, involves presenting learners with a problem to which there is usually a
right answer or best solution, but which is complex in that it is not easily reached. The tutor
guides students through the process to the best solution in a fairly interventionist way.
Perceptually complex learning, on the other hand, requires reflection on different
perspectives, defining problems and selecting relevant information. The process rather than
the solution is emphasised, and individual differences in outcome are encouraged. Learners
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determine their own perspective rather than follow that of the tutor, who is less
interventionist. The difference, crucial for our purposes, between these two learning
environments lies in whether the assumption is that the problem to be solved has one right
answer, or multiple possible responses.
A final relevant theme within constructivist theory is the relationship between learning and
development, building on the work of Lev Vygotsky.21 One of Vygotsky’s core arguments is
that properly organised learning leads to the transformation of the learner.22 His notion of
properly organised learning depends on his idea of the Zone of Proximal Development
(ZPD).23 This is the space between a learner’s actual development level, represented by what
they can do unaided, and their potential development level, represented by what they can do
with assistance. If a learner only operates at their actual development level, they will not
develop further, so they need to work within their ZPD, using support known as scaffolding
to assist them until they can work unaided. Imitation is important as part of this scaffolding:
learners, Vygotsky argues, cannot correctly imitate something until they have understood it,
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and imitation is therefore a stage along the way of being able to do something themselves.24
A tutor is a model to be imitated, through social interaction and discourse. Further, by
engaging learners in debate, a tutor involves them in discourse and helps them to use that
discourse to order their own internal concepts and to get them to a point where they can work
independently without imitating tutor-generated models.

Situated Learning Theories
These constructivist theories share an understanding of learning as acquiring something: a
body of knowledge, a set of concepts, or a skill.25 Once acquired, it is ‘owned’ and thus
remains and moves with the individual who owns it into different contexts, either to support
the acquisition of more advanced learning, or to be applied in a different place, such as a
workplace. A second wave of learning theories, based around the idea of the social
construction of knowledge, and many of which are known as situated learning theories, have
developed which reject this understanding and use a different metaphor: learning as
participation. These theories build on social approaches within constructivist thinking, such
as Vygotsky’s emphasis on discourse and social context in learning and Dewey’s discussion
of experience and democracy. However, they are distinguished from them in that
participation theories see learning as an integral part of lived social practice, rather than as a
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thing to be acquired.26 On this view, context is essential: what is learned will vary depending
on the context in which it is learned.
A central idea is that learning involves being a legitimate peripheral participant within a
community of practice.27 A learner is peripheral to the community, in that they lack the
experience of other participants, but legitimate, in that they have a contribution to make to the
development of knowledge within the community. Lave and Wenger describe this
contribution as being “constructively naïve”, asking important questions from the perspective
of inexperience and being supported in doing so by more experienced members of the
community.28 The community is understood as the locus of learning: situated learning
theories seek to decentre the individual in the analysis of learning, and focus on the
community in which learning takes place. Consequently, learning activity should be situated
authentically within the community, rather than artificially within a school, college or
university, which has a culture of its own.29 Whilst this means that situated learning theories
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are often considered most suitable for workplace learning, Lave and Wenger suggest that
educational contexts can be understood as communities of practice of ‘schooled adults.’30
It is the community of practice which grounds what Lave and Wenger refer to as the ‘learning
curriculum.’31 They argue that, whilst a teaching curriculum involves imposing requirements
on learners, with the teacher mediating those requirements, a learning curriculum is
constituted by the learning resources provided by the learning community understood from
the perspective of the learner, not the teacher. The community defines the learning
curriculum and questions relating to it are addressed within the developmental cycles of the
community, rather than as separate issues. In particular, the curriculum should not sequester
learning from the activity of the community, whether that be professional activity or the
activity of a scholarly community.
Finally, building on Vygotsky’s work, the role of discourse is critical in situated learning.
Lave and Wenger distinguish between talking about and talking within, and argue that
learners need to learn to use language from within the practice or community, rather than
stand back from it and talk about it.32 Learners participate within the social practices of a
community by engaging in discussion, making arguments and solving problems in the same
way as more experienced members of that community do.
Whilst situated learning theories often take as their starting point approaches found in
constructivism, the two approaches are clearly different, Sfard, however, argues that neither
approach is fully satisfactory on its own. Instead, different learning theories are
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complementary, rather than contradictory, and different learning theories exist, not because of
an ontological disagreement as to what learning in general looks like, but because learning
looks different in different contexts and different subjects.33 The rest of this article will
discuss how different theories of learning might be applied in the particular context of the
teaching of legal reasoning.

Theories of learning and legal reasoning
Constructivist theory, and in particular the work of Dewey, already has a place in thinking
around legal pedagogy. Ferris points out that Dewey used law as one of the paradigms of
social enquiry which he considered as ‘outstanding instances’ of his model.34 Maharg
discusses Dewey’s work on the law curriculum at Columbia Law School, considering the
relationship between his philosophical pragmatism and the legal realism around which the
Law School were trying to reorganise the curriculum.35 Whilst the experiment was not
entirely successful, it demonstrates the potential applicability for legal education of both
Dewey and the constructivist/experiential thinking that followed him. Ferris argues that real
client clinical education fulfils many of the conditions which Dewey considered necessary to
be an effective learning context in law.36 Newbery-Jones, building on Maharg’s work on
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simulations, has explored using video games as a form of experiential learning to teach
concepts such as justice and ethics.37 Problem based learning also tends to follow a process
that owes much to constructivist and experiential approaches to learning.38
Kolb’s work, however, offers the possibility that experiential learning can also be applied in
classroom contexts, where doctrinal legal reasoning is typically learned. This is important
because, whilst clinical learning, as the most visible application of traditional experiential
learning within legal education, has great value, it also has significant limitations. Ferris
pints out , in particular, that real client clinical work lacks the scope for in-depth legal
analysis, largely because it does not facilitate generalisation from a particular experience to
the broader set of discourses known as ‘the law’39 Krieger argues that students learn best
from clinical work if their relevant doctrinal legal knowledge is already secure.40 Doctrinal
and clinical legal learning are thus separate but complementary. They are complementary in
particular because they take place within different learning environments, in Kolb’s terms.
Whilst clinical learning typically takes place within effective and behavioural contexts, where
learners experience concrete events and see the consequences of their problem solving,
experiential learning can extend beyond these contexts..41 It is thus worth considering
whether Kolb’s perceptual and symbolic learning environments, where learners wrok with
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abstract conceptualisations and observe and evaluate process, may have more to offer to the
teaching of legal reasoning.
A symbolically complex environment, where students are helped to use abstract concepts to
solve abstract, classroom-based (rather than ‘real-life’) problems may look superficially
attractive, given the centrality of problem questions in traditional legal pedagogy. However,
the weakness of this approach is that it presupposes that the problem has one right answer. As
has been argued above, whilst an outside observer may see the outcome of legal reasoning as
a ‘right answer’, this is not what is happening from an internal point of view. Indeed, insofar
as the notion that a process of valid reasoning may lead to a number of defensible responses
is a threshold concept, such a learning approach may be actively harmful, in that it appears to
confirm the outsiders point of view. A perceptually complex environment, where learners
observe, evaluate and reflect on problems from different perspectives, may work better, in
that it acknowledges the possibility of more than one valid outcome. However, this is equally
unsatisfactory on its own. The outcome of legal reasoning is not an individually constructive
solution or perspective; it has to be valid. And what makes it valid is neither the opinion on
which it may be based, nor its compliance with external facts or values, but rather its ‘fit’
within the rules, principles and values of the legal community. Outcomes of legal reasoning
are socially, rather than individually, constructed. The ongoing process of social construction
means that, on some issues, consensus has not been reached, and thus diverse possibilities
remain present, but these possibilities are all socially validated.
The emphasis on the social construction of knowledge leads naturally to a consideration of
the applicability of situated learning approaches to legal pedagogy. However, I do not argue
that the insights of constructivism and experiential learning, dominant as they are within
pedagogic thinking within higher education, have no place in the teaching of legal reasoning.
In particular, the emphasis within constructivism on discourse and scaffolding remain of

value. The relationship between doctrinal knowledge and problem solving is important here.
Pollman has argued that a significant characteristic of a legal education is the sheer quantity
of its basic ‘domain knowledge’, and that this is a reason why experiential and problem
solving models which place tutors in the background are not well suited to the early years of
legal education.42 Drawing on cognitive load theory, she argues that, given the quantity of
domain knowledge, insufficient support in answering problems means students will tend to
focus on outcomes (right/wrong answers), with little attention to process. She argues instead
for the use of ‘worked examples’, paradigmatically, legal judgments, to show students how
legal rules and reasoning work. This use of an active model of discourse is familiar from
Vygotsky, and provides a useful framework to support the transformation of law students into
legal scholars. Thus, important lessons can be drawn from experiential learning approaches,
as long as they are tailored to the specific context of legal reasoning.
Discourse provides a useful bridge from constructivist thinking on learning to more socially
consructionist approaches. The notion that law derives its authority from is community and is
thus socially constructed is well established in legal thinking (fn Cotterrell), as is the role of
the legal community in legal education (fn). Situated learning approaches, where learners
engage in a process of “cognitive apprenticeship”: learners are enculturated into ways of
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thinking through activity and social interaction43, are appealing here. It is important, however
to be clear as to the community we are talking about. Within the context of academic legal
education, defining the relevant community as the community of legal scholars; people who
are interested in and educated about the law, means that a university Law School can be
understood as an authentic learning environment in which students participate. Situated
learning approaches, then, give us a way to engage with the central role of the community in
legal reasoning and authority. However, the idea of community as a defining feature of legal
education needs to be interrogated critically. Inherent in the traditional ideas of legal
community is the idea of hierarchy. According to Coke “(…legal cases) are not to be decided
by natural reason, but by the artificial reason and judgement of law, which law is an act
which requires long study and experience, before that man can attain the cognisance of it.”44
Thus, the traditional community of the law is not one which a learner can join immediately as
a legitimate peripheral participant; they must study for many years in order to be seen as
legitimate, and, to be legitimate, must accept the authority of the legal order without question.
The problems inherent in the relationship between law students and their community of
practice form the basis of some critical approaches to legal education. Notably, Duncan
Kennedy has argued that the legal profession has a hierarchical culture which is replicated
within legal education.45 Thus, whilst the law may be the product of a community, it is a
community of which students form at best a hierarchically inferior part. At worst, bright law
students, from diverse backgrounds and with ideas of their own, are required through the
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legal education process to lose their critical faculties and simply learn to second-guess their
tutors; as Douzinas et al argue, the professor within the academy takes on the role of
authorising judge.46 “Good” students adapt to an educational culture which is high pressure,
aggressive and hierarchical, on the assumption that learning to adapt to that culture will help
them as they progress into legal practice.
Kennedy presents this as an absence of “left pedagogy” However, the root of the problem
looks more like an absence of good pedagogy. The authoritarian model of the professor he
describes looks very similar to the undemocratic teachers that Dewey characterised as oldfashioned behaviourists. They ignore the past experiences or learning of students, treat them
as subordinates who are expected to be deferential, and subject them to brutal judgment if
they do not precisely replicate expected answers. Kennedy acknowledges that bad teaching
often lies at the heart of the problem with legal education.47 Importantly for our purposes, he
characterises bad teaching as a failure to distinguish between what is obviously right or
wrong and what is arguable: professors, he suggests, teach legal reasoning as though it
produces a uniquely ‘correct’ answer, whereas legal reasoning is a technique of argument.
Bad teaching, therefore, does not recognise and adapt to the very specific nature of legal
reasoning as falling somewhere between objective right/wrong, and subjective discussion.
His discussion of the difference between students being judged as right or wrong, and the
pluralistic acceptance of all views is very reminiscent of Kolb’s perceptually and
symbolically complex learning environments. In both cases, the reality is that much learning
of legal reasoning falls somewhere between these two points. This would suggest that
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constructivist approaches using the tutor as a model to follow, rather than an authoritative
judge, can be used to balance the authoritarian tendencies of the legal community. The final
section of this article will discuss how that balance can be made in practical terms.

Towards a pedagogy of legal reasoning
The first lesson that a study of the literature of learning theory teaches is that there is no one
‘correct’ theory of learning and thus that one theory or approach is insufficient on its own.
Each does, however, bring its own insights. The constructivist focus on process rather than
outcome is important, bearing in mind Dewey’s emphasis on individual cognitive
development, rather than measuring behaviours. If we want to teach students to ‘think like
lawyers’, then it is to their thought processes that we need to pay attention, and this is
inherently difficult to do. Vygotsky’s emphasis on the role of discourse as a way for learners
to order their newly developed internal understandings can assist here. A focus on the
discourse which students use by helping them to talk like lawyers will, in turn, help them
learn to reason, and observing their use of discourse assists in the difficult job of evaluating
how successful their learning is.
Given that a big part of learning to talk like a lawyer is learning to debate and reason around
different interpretations of legal rules in context, serious attention must be paid to avoiding
the traps of classic constructivist pedagogy, with its focus on finding ones way to a right
answer, or on developing individualised understandings of situations or texts. Some aspecgts
of Kolb’s perceptually complex learning environment, where students look at things from
different perspectives, can be helpful. In this environment, the tutor’s role is to model the use
of appropriate discourse in approaching an issue, rather than to correct unsatisfactory
outcomes. However, tutors do need to be sufficiently interventionist to ensure that students

understand that, from an internal perspective, some approaches to a problem are more valid
than others. The model of a moot may be helpful here, in that students are encouraged to
argue problems from either side, and a distinction is made between rewarding the quality of
reasoning and identifying which case has been the most persuasive. Tutors need, however, to
be very explicit when asking questions as to whether they are looking for one right answer (to
a basic factual question, for example), a legally valid argument, or a discursive response.
Further,
when the task is to produce a legally justifiable argument, the feedback needs to focus on the
argument, not the outcome, to avoid students feeling rewarded or punished for a right or
wrong answer.
In combination with these kinds of experiential approaches, the notion of the community of
practice has much to offer legal pedagogy. However, warnings as to the pervasiveness of
authoritarian structures within the culture of law must be taken seriously.
Lave and Wenger’s advice to not sequester learners from the activity of their community is
vital here; students need to feel part of, and respected by, their scholarly community from the
outset.48
This can be done through involving students in the scholarly life of law school, and,
importantly, by designing that scholarly life so that it forms an accessible part of the learning
curriculum in the same way as lectures, seminars and library resources do. This approach,
naturally, takes us beyond the realm of doctrinal legal reasoning and into the kinds of sociolegal and theoretical debates which often dominate the scholarly life of law schools.
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However, as was suggested at the start of this piece, doctrinal law often underpins the social
practice of law schools and legal communities.
What is important here is to encourage and facilitate students’ direct access to the discursive
activity of the legal community, in its many forms, rather htan relying on separate educational
activities which carefully scaffold learning, but where the students’ only contact point to the
community of practice is their own tutor. This is made much easier with the advent of social
media: beyond the physical space of the law school, students can be encouraged to follow and
engage with external legal debates. Legal developments are responded to increasingly quickly
by means of Twitter and blog posts, and discussions of considerable depth take place through
these media. Any student following the social media activity surrounding R(Miller) v
Secretary of State for Exiting the EU49, for example, sees a clear model of how academic
disagreement on matters of doctrinal law develops and is expressed and, in particular, is
swiftly disabused of the idea that law is a ‘one right answer’ discipline. A useful pedagogic
model is Kelly’s idea of a living curriculum.50 Kelly suggests that overly precise learning
outcomes constrain the teaching of law as a dynamic subject, because they limit the
possibilities for responding to events. Syllabus and learning curriculum need to move with
the preoccupations and activity of the community of practice in order to enable students to
observe and participate in authentic discourse, which tends, in legal scholarly communities,
to be used most commonly to discuss recent events and legal change.
A focus on the legal community as a community of practice finally helps us think about the
hierarchical nature of doctrinal legal learning, and returns us to Dewey’s discussion of
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democracy. This problem comes from two self-reinforcing sources: behaviourist,
undemocratic teaching of the type that Dewey criticised, and the inbuilt hierarchy within the
legal community as pointed to by Kennedy. The mind-set encouraged within situated learning
offers a counterweight to this problem, by encouraging us to look to the nature and structure
of the community of practice. Kennedy’s solution to the problem of hierarchy in legal
education was for students to rise up against hierarchical power. Murray, rightly, contests
this: it is for all members of a community, but more particularly the most senior members, to
pay attention to its structural faults and work to remedy them.51 A powerful community of
practice for students in higher education is one which takes them seriously. From a pedagogic
point of view, this means paying attention to their cognitive development, reasoning skills
and critical insights, rather than expecting replication of the solutions and insights of
hierarchically superior staff and ‘research stars’.
Conclusion
It has been argued throughout this article that some of the specific characteristics of legal
reasoning require a specific pedagogic approach. Because legal reasoning is neither a ‘one
right answer’ type of exercise, nor a highly individualised process-focused discussion,
adopting pedagogic strategies wholesale from constructivist approaches is likely to lead to
students misunderstanding the nature of this crucial aspect of their learning. Nevertheless,
Dewey’s emphasis on the importance of a democratic attitude towards the educational
process, and Vygotsky’s embedding of learning processes into language and discourse, are
important lessons from the constructivist tradition.
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Ultimately, however, if we perceive legal reasoning as a socially constructed, interpretive
practice, then individualised constructivist solutions cannot be sufficient and we must pay
attention to what situated learning theorists tell us about the importance of a learning
community. The hierarchical community of the law poses particular challenges in ensuring
that learners are truly treated as legitimate peripheral participants. Nevertheless, it has been
argued that treating students as such participants in a community of practice is a helpful
mind-set on the road of making legal learning more democratic.
Above all, however, this exploration requires academic legal educators to have confidence in
what we do. Warnings against inauthenticity call us to be straightforward about the fact that
ours is a community of legal scholarship, not vocational training, whilst arguing that
becoming part of a legal scholarly community is of value to future legal practitioners. The
new qualifications framework of the Solicitors Regulation Authority prioritises individual
content knowledge, through its statement of legal knowledge, with little attempt to require
future solicitors to demonstrate the ability to participate actively on an intellectual level
within the legal community.52 Careful reflection on good pedagogy and democratic principles
within education is increasingly necessary in order to ensure that adaptation to the new
environment that changing SRA rules may require neither cuts the legal profession off from
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the intellectual benefits of the scholarly legal community, nor harms the developments of our
students into critical citizens with voices worth hearing in the turbulent times ahead.

